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Abstract (en)
The invention concerns a dispensing device for pills such as homeopathic pellets, comprising a pipe (9) for the alignment of a series of successive
pellets, bounded on the outside by a flexible tube (16), elastically deformable from a natural shape having a circular cross-section to an oval shape,
and provided, inside the said pipe (9), with first means of retaining (32) a first pill (31) of the said series in the vicinity of an end (18) for expulsion
from the said pipe, and second means of retaining (38) of a second pill immediately following the first one in the said series, the said first and second
means of retaining being alternately active and inactive respectively during the deformation of the tube, characterised in that it comprises levers (17)
for manually controlling the deformation of the tube to release the said first pill while blocking the second one, mounted in a rocking manner on a
rigid end piece (7) integral with the said tube, and means of selection and guidance of the said pills through the said end piece (7) towards the said
pipe (9), from a container where the said pellets are contained in bulk. These means of retaining are alternately active and inactive in opposition
such that the use of the tube releases the first pill while blocking the second one. <IMAGE>
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